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Starting October 28, 2011, CEO's and senior 

officials of BYPL, BRPL and NDPL are on 'AIR' 

every Friday to answer queries from listeners 

across Delhi and India. All three Delhi discoms 

are jointly participating in an interactive 

consumer awareness program on Delhi power issues. '

Tune in to know the facts on various power distribution 

business aspects, success stories and improvement in the Delhi 

power distribution sector.

Dilli Rahe 

Roshan', the program is on air (between 6:30 pm to 7 pm) 

every Friday, on AIR FM - Rainbow (102.6 MHz). 

Send in your feedback to Corporate Communications, BSES Yamuna Power Limited, Shakti Kiran Building, Karkardooma, New Delhi 110032
For more information visit our website www.bsesdelhi.com

Auto Expo is here and many car manufacturers will be 

showcasing their eco-friendly electric cars.

BSES together with Mahindra REVA offers over 50 e-charge ports 

across East, Central, South and West Delhi So you no longer have 

mileage anxiety while driving around in Delhi in your electric car.

We are listening...dial
BYPL -  399-99-808
We are listening...dial
BYPL -  399-99-808

Tune in to “Dilli Rahe Roshan”
Every Friday evening on 102.6MHz

In the recently concluded 

4th India Power Award, 

promoted by  the  

Counci l  of  Power 

Utilities, BSES Yamuna 

Power Limited was 

presented an award for 

‘

’. Mr. 

Vijay Lal, Vice President 

HR accepted the award on behalf of BYPL.

Last year, the 3rd India Power Award was presented to BSES 

discoms for “Overall Utility Performance in Urban Areas”.

Energy Efficiency & 

Conservation

BYPL' Lok Adalat settled 1175 cases

BYPL, in association with the Delhi State 

Legal Services Authority (DSLSA), organized 

a one-day Mega Lok Adalat, for its 

customers in East and Central Delhi, on 

Saturday, December 10, 2011. 

The Lok Adalat received an overwhelming 

response. A total of 1175 cases / litigants availed this one-time 

opportunity by the Lok Adalat for an amicable and on the spot 

settlement of cases. Power theft cases relating to both direct 

theft and meter tampering (DAE) were resolved. 

The two month BYPL tie up with Osram for LED/CFL discounted 

price promotion received an enthusiastic response. Over 5000 

LED & CFLs were bought by consumers. Mayur Vihar 1 & 2 

topped the list by purchasing 972 LEDs and CFLs, Jhilmil 

residents followed with 856 and Mayur Vihar 3 with 493 LED 

and CFL purchases.

If for every CFL & LED bought during the two month 

promotion consumers replace a 40 watt bulb with 

minimum 8 hour usage the savings translate to an 

impressive 392,690.652 kwh a year. This means we can 

avoid burning of around 4lakh tonnes of coal and a CO  2

reduction of 3.28 lakh tonnes.

BSES offers largest Network of e-charge
ports for electric vehicles

BYPL Wins India Power Award for
Energy Conservation

SNo Division Sale of LEDs and CFLs

1 Mayur Vihar 972

2 Jhilmil 856

3 Mayur Vihar-3 493

4 Daryaganj 341

5 Dilshad Garden 330

BYPL Team thanks all esteemed 

customers for their loyal support 

and encouragement in 2011.

We look forward to your co-

operation, enthusiastic support 

and inspiring feedback so that  

your Team BYPL can continue 

to set new benchmarks in customer 

services in 2012! 
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Participate send your feedback on sms at 9810173550 or email 

narenjanman@gmail.com to win prizes like several other lucky 

participants!

MV residents top list in adopting LED/CFL
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